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1. PROBLEM AND NOTATION 
In this note, we deal with the following pair of nonlinear programming 
problems: 
PI. minimize b(x)x subject to x~O, y~O and Mx~c(y). 
PIT. maximize yc(y) subject to x~O, y~O and yM脅 (x).
Needless to say, in these problems variables are both xE:Rn and yピR匹
Here our notation is as follows. Rn denotes the set of al real n-tuples. 
Rか＝Rnn {xlx~O, XキO}. M is the given real m X n matrix. Let b(x) be 
(b1(X)，…，如(x)),which is a vector function from Rn into itself. Similarly, 
c(y) = (c1 (y),…,cm(Y)), is a vector function from茫 intoitsel. ・ To simplify 
notation, the same symbol is used for both a column vector and its transpose. 
11 
sn is the n-simplex, ｛叫xER+,区 xi= l}. The m-simplex炉 issimilarly 
i-l 
defined. 
Corresponding to the above pair of problems, we consider the following 
dual linear programming problems: 
PI 0. minimize b(x0)x subject to x~O and Mx~c(y0). 
PIT 0. maximize yc(y0) subject to y~O and yM~b(x0). 
In these problems, a couple of vectors (x0, y0) E:Sn X sm is regarded as a 
parameter. 
Let屯 (x0,y0) and <Py(x0, y0) be the set of optimal solutions of PI0 




Y= U 屯 (xo,yo).
(X0,y0)Esnxsm 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
We make the following assumptions: 
(Al) Each b;(x) and each c;(y) is continuous on R+ and R匹respectively,
and they are also positively homogeneous of degree zero, i. e., b(kx) = 
b(x) for any k>O, etc. 
(A2) For anyか andx凡 b(xりx1~b(x賢1, and for any y1 and y凡
y2c(yり ~y2c(yり．
(A3) For any given parameter (x0, y0)ESn X炉，屯(x0,y0) and屯
(x0, y0) are not empty and neither of them contains the zero vector. 
(A4) X and Y are compact. 
3. DUALITY THEOREM 
Let xt and yf denote an optimal solution (if any) to the problem PI 
and similarly xオandy杢anoptimal solution to PII. Now we have 
THEOREM: Given assumptions (A. 1)-(A. 4), the solutions to PI and PII 
satisfy, respectively, xf =xざandy和＝y杢． Moreover,b(xや）x和＝y杏c(yt).
PROOF: Take any (x0,y0) in snx炉 andsolve the problems PI0 and PII0. 
Normalize each solution to PI0 so that it may be contained in sn. Write 
this normalized solution set as <fax(x0, y0). In a similar way, we can define 
<py(x0,y0) for the set of normalized solutions to PII0. This normalization 
procedure is possible by virtue of (A3). Now we have a mapping from 
SNX炉 intoitself: 
<p : sn X sm E (XO'yo)→（<fax(x0, y0) X <py(x0, y0)) cSn XS匹
First let us show that (<fax(x0,y0) X<py(x0,y0)) is closed and convex. It is 
well known that the set of solution vectors for a linear programming problem 
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is closed and convex. Thus和(x0,y0)andん(x0,y0) are both closed and 
convex, since X and Y are compact by (A4). As the direct product of two 
closed and convex set is also closed and convex, we have the desired result. 
Next, <j> is upper semi-continuous. This can be shown as follows. Take 
a sequence { (x”'ふ）｝ insnxs叫 whichconverges to (x。,y。)． Alsotake a 
sequence{（名，四）｝ suchthat（名，刀n定年(x”'ふ） X<j>y(x”'ふ）） and（名，％）
→(~。, rJo). Denote by (~!,刀!) th e actual (before normalization) pair of 
solutions to PI0 and PII0 which correspond to（名，刀n) (If actual solutions 
are not unique, take any one of them). Since X and Y are compact, we 
can form a converging subsequence of { (~;,汎）｝． Let us think that { (~杢，
刀!)} is already such a converging one and write its limit as (~ぷ柑）． Clearly,
pairwise normalization of （特，刀秀） should yield （も， r;0). Now by the duality 
theorem in linear programming, we have b(xn)~杢＝刀!c(y→.Then by the 
continuity of functions concerned, it follows that b(x。)ざ秀＝刀叡c(y。)． This 
implies（も， "1/o)E（和(x0,y0) X<j>y(x0,y0)). Hence it is shown </> is upper 
sem1-contmuous. 
Then, by the Kakutani fixed-point theorem [2], <jJ has a fixed-point 
(x00, y00). Denote by x* and y* an actual solution to PI0 and PII0 res-
pectively which correspond to x00 and y00 (If actual solutions are not unique, 
take any.one of them). By virtue of duality in li m nnear programmmg, we 
have b(x00)x*=y*c(y00). Then, due to homogeneity of b(x) and c(y), we 
obtain b(x*)x*=y*c(y*). 
Now we have to show that x* and y* are really solutions to PI and 
PII, that is, x* = x庁＝X杢andy*=yf=yざ． Byhomogeneity, it is easily seen 
that x* and y* satisfy each set of constraints in PI and PII. Next, take any 
pair of vectors (x 1, yりwhichsatisfy the constraints in Pl; 
M亨 c(y:). (1) 
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Also take a pair of vectors (x凡yりwhichsatisfy the constraints in PII; 
炉M~b(xり．
Postmultiply (2) byぶ andwe have 
炉Mx望 (xりx誓 (x1)xし




The last inequalities in (3) and (4) is due to the assumption (A2). Thus, 
from the inequalities (3) and (4), we have b(xりxt~y2c(yり for any feasible 
vectorsが andy2. This means that if b(x*)x*=y*c(y*), then x* and y* 
are solutions to PI and PII respectively. 
4. RATIONALE FOR ASSUMPTIONS 
Let us show that our assumptions (A. 1) and (A. 2) are not so unfa-
miliar in econmics. For example, suppose y= (y1, y2) is the given price 
vector and u(c) = (c1 + 1) (c2 + 1) is the utility function for a consumption 
basket c= (c1,c2). Then, define c(y) as the solution to the following problem: 
minimize ye subject to u(c) =2 and c~O. If 2y1$;y2, then c1,= 1, c2 =0. 
If 2y2$;y1, c1 =0, c2=l. Otherwise, c1 = v'~ —1, and c戸 V幼／必ー1.
Similar arguments can be made for b(x), using a disutility function. 
5. RELATED WORKS 
Some remarks are in order on earlier related works. Eisenberg [l] dealt 
with a topic similar to ours. It may not be easy to find economic implica-
tions of his result except for linear cases. Moreover, Eisenberg assumed a 
variant of the Slater condition (See [ 4]). 
On the other hand, Moeseke [3] established the general saddlepoint 
property in homogeneous programming without assuming the Slater condition 
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His result cannot be applied to our case since b(x) and c(y) have nothing 
to do with concavity or convexity and Moeseke's minimal solution ([3], p. 
594) may not even exist. 
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